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Magnetic circular dichroism �MCD� spectra of pure ZnTe in various external magnetic field have been
studied with first-principles calculations. By applying magnetic field on undoped semiconductor, the effects of
spin splitting in host’s bands due to s , p-d exchange interactions in diluted magnetic semiconductors �DMSs�
have been largely simulated. At the same time, the complexity of band structure in DMS is avoided since no
magnetic ion is doped, which facilitates the band-to-band analysis of MCD spectra. The obtained MCD spectra
of undoped ZnTe within low magnetic field are found to be proportional to the field strength and comparable
with the experimental measurements. Within high magnetic field, where the Zeeman splitting is comparable
with spin-orbit coupling strength, the MCD spectra become as similar as those of Cr-doped ZnTe around the L
critical points. Thus, the MCD signal contributed by the spin-splitted bands of host semiconductor is identified
and separated from those due to the introduction of Cr 3d or 4s impurity bands. These results indicate that the
experimentally observed MCD spectra can be well reproduced and understood by band structure calculations.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The essence of diluted magnetic semiconductor �DMS� is
the strong s , p-d exchange interactions between the s , p car-
riers of host semiconductor and the local d electrons of
doped magnetic transition-metal ions, which assures the re-
alization of mutual control of magnetic, electric, and optical
properties in DMS based spintronic devices. These s , p-d
exchange interactions can induce much larger spin splitting
in the conduction and valence bands than external magnetic
field might do. As a result, magneto-optical effects in DMS
are largely enhanced by several orders compared with those
in an undoped semiconductor within external magnetic field.
For example, the magnetic circular dichroism �MCD� spec-
trum, defined as the difference of optical absorption between
right- and left-handed circularly polarized light, is largely
enhanced in DMS especially around the critical points of
host semiconductor.1 A set of critical points is a fingerprint of
one material. Measurement and analysis of MCD spectrum
can easily identify what kind of material contributes to the
observed signals.1 According to the definition of MCD, it is
suggested that MCD signal is proportional to −�EdR /dE,
where �E is the difference of the exciting energies between
the right- and left-handed circularly polarized light due to
spin splitting effect and dR /dE is the derivative of absorp-
tion coefficient R with photon energy E. Here, �E is directly
correlated with the magnitude and polarity of spin splitting
due to external magnetic field or s , p-d exchange interac-
tions. Therefore, MCD is naturally proposed as a direct and
efficient way to detect and characterize the s , p-d exchange
interactions in DMS.2 There have been many experimental
efforts performed on various DMS systems in order to illus-
trate the efficiency of MCD method. For example, in
GaAs:Mn,3 GaN:Mn,4 GaAs:Cr,5 InAs:Mn,6 ZnTe:Cr,7 and
ZnO:Co,8,9 the existence and the polarity of s , p-d exchange
interactions have been confirmed and clarified. These sys-

tems are convinced to be real DMSs. In addition, further
MCD analysis clarified that only GaAs:Mn, InAs:Mn, and
ZnTe:Cr are intrinsic ferromagnetism �FM� DMSs, while
ZnO:TM �TM=Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, or Cu�, GaN:Mn, and
GaAs:Cr are paramagnetic DMSs and the observed FM be-
haviors in them may come from some unknown precipita-
tions that have not been detected by crystallographic
studies.2,9

Despite these intensive experimental efforts, up to now, a
theoretically well-established correlation between the shape
of MCD and the underlying band structure has not been
demonstrated or studied.2 Theoretical studies, especially ab
initio calculations of MCD spectrum in DMS, are still very
few although they are urgently needed for identifying the
experimentally observed MCD signals and justifying the ca-
pability of this method in estimation of s , p-d exchange in-
teractions. For this purpose, accurate studies of MCD spectra
by band structure calculations had been performed by us on
two systems: the Co-doped TiO2 �Ref. 10� and Cr-doped
ZnTe �Zn1−xCrxTe� DMSs.11 Both of them have been re-
ported to have room-temperature ferromagnetism and seem
to be promising for applications in spintronics devices. The
former represents the newly discovered oxide DMSs, while
the later is the prototype of classical II-VI semiconductor
DMS within zinc-blende �ZB� structure. Further detailed
studies of this prototype DMS would be greatly helpful to
the understanding of all the DMS systems.

To demonstrate or establish the connection between ob-
served physical property, such as MCD spectra treated here,
and underlying band structure, the state-of-the-art and pa-
rameter free first-principles calculation based on density
functional theory is a natural and effective method. In DMS,
the band structure is quite complex due to the impurity bands
of sparsely doped transition metals and the band folding ef-
fect introduced by supercell technique used for simulating
the low doping concentration. Detailed band-to-band analy-
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sis of the contributions to MCD signal and its shape is nei-
ther easy nor direct. On the other hand, since the doping
concentration is quite low, most of the model understandings
or explanations of MCD are generally based on the spin-
splitted band structure of undoped host semiconductors due
to the s , p-d exchange interaction.1 The band structure of
undoped semiconductor with ZB structure is very simple and
well studied, and it has been shown to have advantages in
understanding the magneto-optical Kerr effects in ZB
transition-metal chalcogenides by band-to-band analysis.12

From the point of view of magneto-optical responses, the
most important difference between DMS and undoped host
semiconductor is whether there is spin splitting in the energy
bands or not. One of the simplest ways to mimic this pro-
found effect due to s , p-d exchange interactions in DMS is to
apply external magnetic field onto the pure host semiconduc-
tors. By doing this, the impurity bands and the band folding
effect will be able to totally avoided, while the spin splitting
effect can be largely simulated. Therefore, the MCD spectra
of pure host semiconductors within external magnetic field
and the corresponding DMS are expected to have some simi-
larities. If there were, these similar MCD structures could be
called intrinsic contributions since they come from the host’s
spin-splitted s and p bands. The differences between them
are naturally ascribed to the contributions due to the transi-
tions from or to these impurity bands, which, accordingly,
are called extrinsic contributions.

In this paper, we will perform the MCD spectra calcula-
tions for pure ZnTe within different strengths of magnetic
field and compare them with those of Cr-doped ZnTe DMSs
�Zn1−xCrxTe� in order to present a good understanding of
MCD spectra in DMS from the viewpoint of band structure.
In the next section, we will briefly introduce our calculation
method. The results as well as discussions of them are pre-
sented in Sec. III. Finally, a brief summary is made in Sec.
IV.

II. METHODOLOGY

The highly accurate all electron full-potential linearized
augmented plane-wave method implemented in WIEN2K13 is
used for electronic structure calculation within the general-
ized gradient approximation �GGA�.14 In Zn1−xCrxTe, to
simulate the doping concentration of x=0.0625 and 0.25, one
apical Zn atom is replaced by Cr in a �2��2�2 and 1
�1�1 supercells of the ZB ZnTe, respectively. The spin-
orbit coupling �SOC� is taken into account with the magne-
tization aligned along the �001� directions by using the
second-variation method15 self-consistently. In pure ZnTe,
the interaction with external magnetic field is taken into ac-
count self-consistently by adding an additional potential

VB� ext
=�BB� ext�l�+2s��, where B� ext is the external magnetic field

strength, while l� and s� are the orbital and spin moment of the

corresponding electrons, respectively. The direction of B� ext is
along �001�, too. Obviously, the Landau quantization and
diamagnetic shifting effects in semiconductor caused by ex-
ternal magnetic field are neglected here. Such a kind of sim-
plification is suitable for simulating the effect of the s , p-d

exchange interactions in DMSs since they cause only spin
splitting in host semiconductor bands without the Landau
quantization nor diamagnetic shifting effects.

The optical conductivity tensor ��� �� ,��x ,y ,z� is cal-
culated within the electric-dipole approximation using the
well-known Kubo linear-response formula,12,16
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Here, f�Ejk� is the Fermi function, �� j j�=Ejk−Ej�k is the
energy difference of the Kohn-Sham energies Ejk, and 
−1 is
the inverse of the lifetime of excited Bloch electron states,
the only parameter used in the whole calculation. A value of
� /
=0.1 eV is adopted in this paper if not specified. Here,
	 j�j

� is the element of the dipole optical transition matrix.
The upper limit of the band indices j and j� is taken as the
band lying at as high as 2.5 Ry above Fermi level, and the
convergence is carefully checked by varying it from
1.5 to 3.5 Ry. The convergence for the integral of k space is
also tested. Once the elements of the optical conductivity
tensor are obtained, the right-��+� and left-handed ��−� cir-
cularly polarized light absorption are calculated by ��


4� Re��xx� i�xy�c, with c as the speed of light.17

III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

The Zeeman splitting has a small effect. An external mag-
netic field as strong as 10 or 50 T has no obvious effects on
the band structure and absorption spectrum of ZnTe, as
shown in Fig. 1. All of them are nearly superposed. A set of
critical points is indicated by E0, E1, and E1+�1. Arrows in
Fig. 1�a� denote that the absorption edge is contributed by
the direct band gap transition at  point and the two
L-critical points �CPs�, E1 and E1+�1, come from the tran-
sitions at L point, where SOC lifts the degeneracy of light
and heavy hole bands by a gap of �1. All of the obtained CPs
are lower than the experimental values by about 1.2 eV since
the band gap is underestimated, which is a well-known short-
coming of GGA.18 To distinguish the effects of magnetic
field clearly, MCD spectra are plotted in Fig. 2. For B=0 T,
the MCD signal is nearly none. While for the magnetic field
B=10 or 50 T, the calculated MCD signal has noticeable and
interesting structures around the absorption CPs. It is noticed
that the five times enlarged spectrum of B=10 T is well
overlapped with that of B=50 T, which means the MCD
signal is proportional to the magnetic field strength. This is
consistent with the relationship between MCD and the Zee-
man splitting energy �E. Most importantly, these theoretical
MCD spectra within external magnetic field are well compa-
rable with the experimental measurement.9 The whole shape
of the experimental spectrum, especially the characteristic
double positive peaks around the two L-CPs, is well repro-
duced by our calculations. dR /dE is plotted together and it
also has double positive peaks around E1 and E1+�1, which
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means the Zeeman splitting polarities are the same at these
two L-CPs.

Within mean field approximation, the spin splittings of
host’s conduction and valence bands in DMS are expressed
as x�Sz�N0� and x�Sz�N0�, respectively.19,20 x�Sz� is looked
as an effective magnetic field with x being the doping con-
centration and �Sz� being the local spin on the transition-
metal ion. N0� and N0� are the s-d and p-d exchange inte-
gral parameters, respectively. Since the doping concentration
is quite small, such spin splitting could be looked as a per-
turbation compared to the spin-orbit splitting. Within these
interactions, the energy level diagram around  is quite
simple. First, the SOC splits the sixfold degenerated �count-
ing also the degree of freedom of spin� valence band maxi-
mum into the twofold spit-off �7 , p1/2� and fourfold
�8 , p3/2� heavy and light hole substates, as shown in Fig.

1�a�. Then, the s , p-d exchange interactions act as a pertur-
bation to further remove the remaining degeneracy. The en-
ergy order of these bands is critical to the red- or blueshift in
the absorption of circularly polarized light due to the selec-
tion rule. This picture has been used for describing various
magneto-optical effects in Ref. 1 in detail. However, it is
well known that p-d exchange interactions �in the order of
eV� are quite larger than or comparable with the strength of
SOC �in the order of 0.1 eV or smaller� in most semiconduc-
tors. If x is large enough, the effective spin splitting will be
comparable with or even larger than the spin-orbit splitting,
then the above energy level diagram will change. As demon-
strated in Ref. 21, the mixing of split-off and light hole states
becomes larger when the effective spin splitting increases
with x. In this case, the six p bands are first splitted into two
triply degenerated spin up and down groups, and then in each
group, SOC further splits the three bands equally. Such pic-
ture is clearly shown in Fig. 3�a� in the band structure of
hypothetical 100% Cr-doped ZnTe, the ZB CrTe.12 The spin
splitting due to the p-d exchange interaction between Te 5p
and Cr 3d is as large as 1.0 eV,12 larger than the spin-orbit
splitting in ZnTe, about 0.85 and 0.5 eV at  and L points,
respectively. To simulate such a case in pure ZnTe, we need
to apply a quite large magnetic field. A rough estimation
based on the Zeeman effect indicates that the spin splitting
induced in Te p bands by a magnetic field as strong as B
=5000 T would be comparable with that in CrTe. Within
such strong magnetic field, the band structure and optical
properties are found to have obvious changes compared to
those within low magnetic field. As shown in Fig. 3�b�, the
Zeeman splitting in each band is quite large and similarities
in the Te p bands are easy to be found when compared with
that of CrTe. Obviously, the perturbation picture is not suit-
able for this case anymore. Such changes in energy levels
should bring changes in the absorption and MCD spectra
accordingly. In Fig. 4�a�, the absorption spectra for B=50
and 5000 T are plotted. As in the usual case, absorption
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FIG. 1. �Color online� The �a�
band structure and �b� absorption
spectra of pure ZnTe within differ-
ent magnetic fields. Arrows denot-
ing the band transitions contribute
to E0, E1, and E1+�1 critical
points.

FIG. 2. �Color online� The calculated �lines� and experimental
�symbol� MCD spectra for pure ZnTe within different magnetic
fields. dR /dE is also plotted with dash-dotted line. The experimen-
tal spectrum taken from Ref. 9 is shifted to lower energy by about
1.2 eV in order to match the theoretical critical points E0.
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spectra can give very limited information. Noticeable
changes can only be seen around the E1 and E1+�1 CPs.
While in the MCD spectra, nontrivial changes have been
observed. The typical double positive peak structure now
changes to be one positive and one negative structure, as
shown in Fig. 4�b�. Surprisingly, such MCD structure is
nearly the same as that in Cr-doped ZnTe DMS.11 We will
discuss this more below. dR /dE is also plotted in Fig. 4�b�. It
keeps positive at two L points, the same as in B=50 T case,
which means the polarity of Zeeman splitting at E1+�1 now
has changed.22

Now, we can move to the real DMS system, Cr-doped
ZnTe. First, let us examine the band structure for 25% dop-
ing case.11 Comparing its band structure �Fig. 5� with those
of ZB CrTe and pure ZnTe within B=5000 T �Fig. 3�, we
will find some similarities in their band structures, especially
in the occupied Te p and unoccupied Zn s bands as high-
lighted in the figures. Transitions between these spin polar-

ized bands contribute to the corresponding MCD signals
around E1 and E1+�1. The similar band structures are ex-
pected to give rise to the similar MCD spectra. It is true if we
compare their MCD spectra in Fig. 6. Obviously, the MCD
spectra around L-CPs are quite consistent with that of pure
ZnTe within B=5000 T magnetic field even in some fine
details. Interestingly, the experimentally measured MCD
spectra of Cr-doped ZnTe samples also have quite similar
MCD spectra around the two L-CPs.7,23 These indicate that
such a kind of MCD structure is common and intrinsic,
purely contributed by the polarized band structure of host
semiconductor. The differences in these MCD spectra lower
than 1.0 eV and around 4.0 eV could be easily ascribed to
the introduction of Cr 3d and 4s impurity bands in the dop-
ing case. These could be called extrinsic due to impurity
bands of Cr. However, the difference in the experimental
MCD spectra from two samples, especially those between E0
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FIG. 3. �Color online� Calculated band structure of �a� hypo-
thetical 100% Cr-doped ZnTe and �b� undoped ZnTe within B
=5000 T. In �a�, the bands composed of Te p orbitals are
highlighted.

FIG. 4. �Color online� Calculated �a� absorption and �b� MCD
spectra for undoped ZnTe within B=5000 and 50 T.
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FIG. 5. �Color online� The band structure for 25% Cr-doped
ZnTe DMS. The occupied Te p and unoccupied Zn s bands are
highlighted.

FIG. 6. �Color online� Calculated MCD spectra for 25% Cr-
doped ZnTe �solid line� and that of pure ZnTe within magnetic field
B=5000 T �dashed line�. For comparison, the experimental spectra
for 20% �triangle, from Ref. 7� and 12% �circle, from Ref. 23�
Cr-doped ZnTe are also plotted.
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and E1 points, may be due to the sample quality difference,
such as the different carrier and doping concentrations,
which had been discussed in Ref. 11. The difference between
theoretical and experimental spectra around E0 had been re-
lated to the lack of carriers in calculations in Ref. 11, too.

As mentioned above, red- or blueshift of the absorption
energy for circularly polarized light is determined by the
order of angular momentum of corresponding energy bands.1

Within high magnetic field, spin-splitted bands with j=3 /2
�heavy hole� and j=1 /2 �light hole� at L point would have
band crossing if the splitting is larger than the spin-orbit
splitting. Such kind of band order change certainly will have
direct and nontrivial influence on the corresponding MCD
signals. A simple estimation based on the Zeeman effect in-
dicates that the critical magnetic field strength is around
3200 T corresponding to the 0.5 eV spin-orbit splitting at L
point in ZnTe. Magnetic fields larger than this will make the
spin-splitted heavy and light hole bands at L point cross each
other and bring changes in the absorption of circularly polar-
ized light. As shown in Fig. 7, within magnetic field B
=2000 T, MCD spectrum of ZnTe still has the double posi-
tive peaks structure at the two L-CPs, while within 4000 T,
the second positive signal becomes negative, the same as that
within 5000 T fields and also those of Zn1−xCrxTe. Such
positive to negative transition is also found in GaAs though

the critical magnetic field strength is smaller, about 1300 T,
since the spin-orbit splitting at L point in GaAs is only
around 0.2 eV. Another plausible reason is the Paschen-Back
effect. When magnetic field is strong enough and comparable
with the SOC strength, spin and orbital moment would be
decoupled and the Paschen-Back effect appears, which has
different band splitting pattern from that in the weaker mag-
netic field. It has the same number of spectral lines as the
normal Zeeman effect and fewer than that of the anomalous
Zeeman effect. There are only one unpolarized light sand-
wiched by one right-handed and one left-handed circularly
polarized light line due to the red- or blueshift of absorption
energy. Therefore, it is expected to observe one positive and
one negative MCD peak around the absorption energy as
shown in the case of B=4000 or 5000 T or Zn1−xCrxTe
DMS.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have calculated the MCD spectra of pure
ZnTe within various magnetic field. The obtained MCD
spectra in low magnetic field case are quite comparable with
the experimental measurements and the magnitude is propor-
tional to the magnetic field strength, consistent with the
model understanding of MCD spectrum. When the magnetic
field is very high and comparable with the SOC strength, it is
found that the pure ZnTe has some similar band structures
with those of Cr-doped ZnTe DMS. Accordingly, their MCD
spectra also have similar structures around the two L-CPs.
Such common MCD structure in pure and Cr-doped ZnTe
DMS indicates that it is intrinsic and comes from the spin-
splitted band structure of the host semiconductor. The differ-
ences in their MCD spectra are called extrinsic since they
originate from the introduction of Cr 3d and 4s impurity
bands. Therefore, we have demonstrated that the experimen-
tally observed MCD spectra and its shape can be understood
and well reproduced from the underlying band structures.
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